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National Exams May 2015

Met-Al, MetallEz~- ical Tlzermoclvnainics

3 hours duratio►i

NOTES:

1. Answer only five questions. An.y five questions (out of seven) constitute a complete

paler. Only the first five questions as they appear in yo u• answer book will be marked.

2. All questions are of equal value (20 marks each out of 100).

3. If doubt exists as to the interpretation of any question, tl~e candidate is urged to: sub.init
v~Tith the answer paper a cleax statement of ~Zy assumptions made.

4. Candidates inay use one of two calculators, the Casio or Sharp approved models. This
is a closed book exam.

5. The exam consists of 5 pages including Ellingham diagram.

Question 1: (a) 6, (b) 6, (c) 6, (d) 2
Question 2: (a) 10, (b) 10
Question. 3 : 20
Question 4: (a) 8, (b) 12
Question 5: (a) S, (b) 8, (c) 4
Question. 6: (a) 8, (b) 12
Question 7: (a) 4, ('b) 4, (c) 4, (d) 4, (e) 2, (fl 2
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1'roblein No. 1 (20 marks):
I mol of a monatomic idea[ gas i.s taken through following steps as sl~.own below:
Step 1: Constant pressure process: from state A ("I'A, P,~ = 100 I:I'a; V,~= 25 L) to state I3 ('TR, I'~
= lOQ k.Pa, V~= 1.00 .L)
Step 2: Constant volu►ne process: ti~om state B (TR, P~ = 100 kI'a, V~ = t 00 L) to .Mate C (1'A =
TC, PC, V~= 100 L)
Step 3: Constant tenrpecat~u~e process: back to State A. feoiz~ State C

D
Step 1

Step 2

C

(a) Calculate heat flow in the system (n), work done on the system (w), change in internal energy of
the system (DE) and change in enthalpy of the system (dII) for Step 1. (6 marks)

(b) Calculate heat flow in the system (q), work done on the system (w), change zn internal energy of
the system (~E) and change iii enthalpy ~f the system. (OH) for Step 2. ~(6 marks)

(c) Calculate heat flow in the system (q), work done on the system («~), change in internal energy of
the system (DE) and change in enthalpy of the system (dH) for Step 3. (6 marks)

(d) Calculate heat flow in the system (q), ~vark done on the system (w), change in internal energy of
the system (OE) and change in enthalpy of the system (dH) for the cycle. (2 marks)

Assume that C~. = 20.8 J .K"l mol"~ for the idea( gas.

Problem No. 2 {20 ma►•ks):

(a) Prove that P; V Y = Pf V~Y for the reversible adiabatic expansion of an ideal gas. Assume that C„ is
constant over temperatut•e range and C~, - C,. = K. (.10 marks)

(b) An ideal gas underwent reversible adiabatic expansion from 80 kPa to 60 kPa. If the initial
tem~~erlture of the gas was 300 K, ~vliat was its final temperah~re? Assume that C~, = 28.9 J K~~ mol'~
for the ideal gas. (I 0 marks)

Prabtezn Na. 3 (20 marks):
Calculate 4S°R for the reaction. CO(g) + ~/2 O~(g) = COZ(g} at 500 Y{ given the 'following data:

S~29SK ~C~, ~) _ .1.97J .I :K"~ moCl

S~~~xK (COz, ;) = 213.7 J K-' maC~

~o?94k \~2, ~) = 205.1. J K"~ inol-j
C~ (CO, g) in J K"' mol"~ = 31.. l — I.5 x 10-' T + 3.1 x 10-' T' — 1.5 x l 0"" T3
C~, (COQ, g) iii J' K- ~ mol-' = l 8.9 + 7.9 x 10"' T — 6.8 x 10"s T' + 2,4 x 10~~ T~
C~, (OZ, g) itt ;C It ~ mol"' = 30.8 — 1.2 x 10-' T' + 2.4 x 10-' 'i'2

Assume that T is in I< for heat capacity data,
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Problem No. 4 (20 marks):
Acetylene (C,I-I~} is co~ilbusted at 298 K accoi•d.iiig to the Collowina rea.ctioal:

C~HZ + 2Y2 O~ = 2C0~ +HBO

St~rndard ei~tl~alpy of formatio~.i at 25°C is given in the following table:

ComE7o~uid Standard enthafp~~ of formation
CSI-I~ +226.7 kJ mol- ~
COz -393.5 kJ ~i~ol- ~
H:20 -241.8 kJ rnol-1

Heat capacity data is as follows:
C~, (COZ) in J .K~~ n~ol"~ = 1.89 + 7.9 Y 10-' T
Cn (Hz0) in J K"~ i~~ol-' = 31.4 + p.4 x .10"' T
C~ (N~) in J K-' mol"~ = 27.9 + 0.4 x 10-' T

nssume that T is in I{ for heat capacity data.

(.a) Calculate the adiabatic flame temperature whe~~ acei:ylene is combusted with stoichiometric
amount of oxygen. (8 marks)

(b) Ca(cul.ate the adiabatic 'flame temperatw•e when acetylene is combusted in air (containing 21%
O2i rest being NZ) containing stoichiometric amount of oxygen. (].2 marks)

Problem No. 5 (20 marks):
Calculate the 0G of mixing at 298 K and 1. atm press~ue for the following cases:

(a) Mixing of .1 mole of O~ and. t mole of N~. (8 marks)
(b) Mixing of l rno(e of O, and 2 mole of N2. (8 marks)
(c) .Mixing of 1 mole of OZ to a mixture of 1 mole oP OZ anel .l male of N2. (4 marks)

Problem No. b (20 rn~irks):
(a) A tank contains lure o~:ygen at a total pressure of 1 atmosphere. Oxygen exists primarily

in the diatomic form, but it can exist in monatomic state as well. The equilibrium is governed by
the following reaction:

%z02=0
If tl~e standard Gibbs ener~~ for the reaction is 187,800 J/nlol of monatomic oxygen at 1000
I~, what is the composition of the gas at 1000 K? (8 marks)

(b) A ta~.lk contains o~cyge.iz, hydrogen. anal water vapor at a total pressure of 1. atmosphere.
T.he equi.libi•i.um is governed by the following reaction:

I-I~, +'/2 O~ _ ~-I20; dG° _ -246,000 +5~.84T
If partial pressure of oxygen is maintained at 1 x 10- ~ 0 atmosphere at 1750 K, whaf is the
composition of the gas at 1750 K? (12 marks)
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Problem No. 7 (20 marks): Use the attached Lllingham Diagram to answer the fol loving
questions:

a) What is the partial pressure of oxygen in equilihriun~ with Cu and CuzO at 500 °C?
(4 marks)

b) What is the ratio of partial pressures of CO to COQ for equilibci.~rm of Cr and Gr203 iu
a CO-COZ atmosphere ~.t 400 °C? (4 m~rl:s)

c) What is the ratio of parti~( pressures of HZ to HBO for equifibciun~ of Ti a.nd TiO, in a
E-{2 -I-120 atmosphere at 600 °C? (4 marls)

d) What is ~G° (kJ/mol) at 1500 °C for the reaction: Ti + SiO~ = Ti02 + Si? (4 marks)
e) Explain ~vhy the line for ruction C(s) + UZ (g) = CO, (g) runs nearly horizontally on

the chart. (2 marks)
n Eapla.in why the line for• reaction 2C(s) + U~ (g) = 2C0 (g) runs downward on the

CI71ft. ~2 marks)
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Figurc 9~3. ~llriigh~m diagram .for sonic oxides; Richardson nomographfc scales arc
inGtuded,.:.(Adapte<f frt#dt'II. R; Gaskell~ Introd~ection to Metallurgical TherrnodynamEcs,
2nd ed., k~emiagp~re ~'ublisting, Ncw Yark, 1981.)
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